ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Across multiple science disciplines, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is lauded as one of the most crucial research domains as well as one of the world's most prominent high technology in the current century. The holy grail of AI researches includes designing a machine vision, which is capable of simulating the intelligence of an ideal human. It entails the ability of recognition, reasoning, learning, communication, feeling and much more. Furthermore, AI covers diverse areas of research including robotics, machine learning, language processing, machine vision, intelligence agents, gaming, neural networks and pattern recognition (PR). PR, being one of the most important domains in AI concerns towards classifying the patterns based on their features (X. Tan & Triggs, 2010) .
In computer science, machine vision is an essential area of AI in which a machine or a robot is accorded with the ability to understand, recognize, categorize and extract useful information from images. It entails the construction of image features by the description and location of the pattern based on its physical attributes (Ratha & Jain, 1999) . The application of computer vision encompasses a variety of fields such as image retrieval (Chen et al., 2009; Kulkami et al., 2014) , satellite image classification (Najab 2010 , Raj & Sivasathya 2014 , medical image diagnosis (Mohamed, 2008; Giger & Pritzker, 2014) , biometric recognition (Azizi & Pourreza, 2009; Sanchez et al., 2014) , and document images analysis and recognition (Abdullah et al., 2006; Journet et al., 2008; Bayro-Corrochano & Hancock, 2014; Sulaiman, Omar & Nasrudin, 2017; Bataineh et al., 2017) . Document Image Analysis and Recognition (DIAR) mainly addresses the issue of isolating texts from the graphics to enable localisation for recognition. DIAR is granted the central stage in pattern recognition domain which considers the textual analysis as the core part of DIAR. The objective of its undertaking is to recognise the text component and translate it into editable format. The available methods in textual processing include optical script recognition, skewing, text line, and words (Kasturi, O'gorman & Govindaraju, 2002) .
The applications of DIAR are ubiquitous in our daily endeavor, as evidenced on several areas of document image enhancement such as binarisation (Tensmeyer & Martinez, 2017) , skew correction (Vinod & Niranjan, 2018 ) and text extraction (Saabni, Asi & El-Sana, 2014) . DIAR bears an imperative role in document salvaging tasks namely document image and information retrieval (Ahmed, Al-Khatib & Mahmoud, 2017) , old and historical manuscripts (Saabni et al., 2014) , digital libraries (Abidi, Siddiqi & Khurshid, 2011) , and information extraction from images (Chen et al., 2011) . Optical character recognition (Singh et al., 2010) , optical font recognition (Lutf et al., 2014) , and optical script recognition (Rao, Imanuddin & Harikumar, 2014) are also among the important areas in which recognition and understanding process are deemed necessary.
Based on a survey conducted on the DIAR; there are two categories in which DIAR are frequently applied: recognition and processing applications (Marinai, 2008) . Any application revolving around recognition will require the reasoning processes to recognise and extract information from document images. This entails the utilisation of a set of applications such as optical script recognition (OSR), signature verification, optical character recognition (OCR), language identification and writer identification.
On the other hand, any processing applications that deal with pixels are geared towards enhancing the quality of document images as image. These applications are not intended to extract information from the document image but to represent a set of applications such as binarisation, noise removing, filtering, layout analysis, text segmentation and skew correction (Marinai, 2008) . Each one of the category may embody the textual or graphical objects in the document images. Graphical application of DIAR focuses on the objects present in document images such as pictures, logos and figures. It involves several state of art techniques including preparation of graphical regions, filling of the graphical regions, graphic localisation and extraction, logo recognition, and finally graphic recognition. DIAR is applied extensively in the field textual enhancement that seeks to extract information related with text recognitions.
Apart from that, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is also presented as one of the most concerned research field in DIAR. OCR is a tool for converting the textual parts in the image to encoded texts. Several OCR methods are currently available concentrating on both printed (Radwan, Khalil & Abbas, 2017) and handwritten forms (Boufenar, Kerboua & Batouche, 2018; Kamble & Hegadi, 2015) . The OCR algorithm manages to yield an acceptable performance for printed form but it is, otherwise, poor for handwritten, requiring further improvement.
Optical script recognition (OSR) technique is another interesting applicatory domain in DIAR. Instead of font type, this technique enables automatic identification of script language in document images, making it a prerequisite for documents containing multiple languages. According to Joshi, Garg and Sivaswamy (2006) , OSR lays claim to a number of advantages such as improvement in OCR operation, as well as sorting and searching document.
The objective of this study is to propose an automatic multi-lingual script recognition system. This system is able to classify and sort document images into several international languages such as Arabic, Devanagari, Hebrew, Thai, Greek, Cyrillic, and Korean. This paper is organised into six sections namely introduction, literature review, proposed method, experimental results and analysis, discussion and conclusion.
LITERATURE REVIEW
All pattern recognition (PR) operations, generally undergo the main three stages namely, preprocessing, feature extraction and recognition. According to Marinai (2008) , the recognition approaches bear a similarity with the applications of DIAR such as OCR, OSR, OFR and Logo Recognition comprising pre-processing, feature extraction and recognition phases subsequently.
The pre-processing stage is a process of document image preparation before exiting to the next stage. This pre-processing stage may embody different sequential approaches conducted on the document input image. As a result, some applications require the segmentation process to be performed in the pre-processing stage if local feature extraction methods are used whereas it is not required for global feature extraction. In addition, the filtering process is compulsory if the document images are heavily distorted with noises and skewed. For some of DIAR applications, text thinning is required in the pre-processing stage.
The next stage in recognition approach in DIAR and PR is the feature extraction which entails the conversion of the objects in the document images to numerical or discreet information readable by machines. A good feature extraction method is characterised by the ability to extract similar information about similar objects and different information for different objects (Bataineh, Abdullah & Omar, 2012; Zavvar et al., 2016) . The feature extraction methods comprise two approaches; local approach (Li et al., 2009 ) and global approach (Bataineh et al., 2012; Ubul et al., 2017) . The local feature extraction is based on segmentation process wherein the text in the document images is split into several parts (character, glostrokes, primitives) to be used for extracting discreet information on features values. The global feature extraction methods, on the other hand, extract features values by analysing the properties of the document images surface from which the statistical or numerical information is acquired.
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Optical character recognition (OCR) is a vital step in the concept of AMSR system in document image analysis and recognition (DIAR) area. Offline OCR system aims to convert text from document images into an editable format. In international environment system, the prior knowledge of the script is crucial and mandatory to channel the document image into the proper OCR system. For this reason, finding an optical script identification (OSR) is a crucial necessity. Moreover, OSR provides a significant information about the document such as content, historical information and the document structure. OSR aims to recognise the document script type automatically and thus, is considered as the main step in any full automatic multi-OCR system. Although most existing OSR methods explore machine-printed documents domain, few have dealt with handwritten documents domain and the unconstrainthandwritten scripts are almost neglected (Ghosh, Dube & Shivaprasad, 2010) .
The following sections present an overview of the different local and global approaches that have been proposed to address the problem of OSR of off-line document images in both the machine-printed and handwritten text domains.
MACHINE-PRINTED DOMAIN IN OSR APPLICATION
In document image analysis and recognition (DIAR), Gabor energy feature is an ideal feature extraction method for identifying the scripts of word in a multilingual machine-printed document (Peete & Ramakrishnan, 2008 ). Gabor energy features encompassing different scales and orientations in different direction filter have been used to localize and extract textonly regions from complex document images (Khaleefah & Nasrudin, 2016 ). Gabor energy feature was first used in texture analysis application to segment document images into Chinese and Latin script text areas for the script recognition problem by Jain and Zhong (1996) . Tan (1998) used a weighted Euclidean distance classifier to compare the rotationinvariant texture features from the outputs of two real Gabor filters in opposite symmetry to facilitate script recognition of six scripts: English, Chinese, Russian, Greek, Malayalam and Persian. This work was extended in Peake and Tan (1997) to include Korean language. Using Gabor energy features in a similar manner for script recognition purpose was also proposed by many researchers including Joshi et al. (2006) . Next, the application of wavelet texture features in script recognition was introduced by Busch, Boles and Sridharan (2005) . The authors concluded that using the wavelet log co-occurrence features could reduce the error rate of identifying between eight scripts: Latin, Chinese, Japanese, Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew, Sanskrit and Farsi to 1.0% only. Another attempt to identify the script of text extracted from video and images was proposed by Gllavata and Freisleben (2005) . They employed wavelet texture features to determine if the extracted text is Latin or ideographic (i.e. East Asian) achieving 87.20% accuracy rate. On top of that, Tho and Tang (2001) used the Modified Fractal Signature (MFS) and Modified Fractal Feature (MFF) in their script recognition method including English, Russian, French, German, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, Indian and Korean scripts. The overall average accuracy rate of 93.31% was obtained using a weighted Euclidean distance classifier.
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HANDWRITTEN DOMAIN IN OSR APPLICATION
The application of local approaches in performing script recognition in handwritten domain was proposed by fewer researches as compared to that of machine-printed domain. Hochberg et al. (1999) adopted textual symbol analysis technique from their earlier work addressing machine-printed text. Hochberg et al. (1997) set statistical features that is extracted from document image via connected component labelling process, used to facilitate the script recognition process. The fisher linear discriminator is applied to differentiate between Arabic, Chinese, Cyrillic, Devanagari, Japanese, and Roman scripts with an overall accuracy of 88%.
Initially, the multi-script handwriting recognition motivated Sarkar et al. (2010) to develop an automatic script recognition for multi-OCR system. Thus, he presented script identification for two classes including Bangla and Devanagri-Roman script. They scored average accuracy rates 99.29% and 98.43% for Bangla and Devanagri-Roman script subsequently by using Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) as the classifier. With similar motivation, Pardeshi et al. (2014) achieved maximum accuracies up to 98% and 96% for biscript and tri-scipt respectively after tested on Sarkar et al. (2010) dataset. Later, Obaidullah et al. (2015) claimed that designing multi-OCR system for handwritten was more challenging than machine-printed domain. Furthermore, the challenges became more complex in case of handwritten nested of machine printed. They proposed an automatic handwritten script identification for six Indian scripts by dividing into two parts which were 66% for training while the rest for testing. Their experimental result shows promising performance.
In conclusion, the script identification is a crucial step for automatic multi-lingual OCR system. The handwritten script document constitutes the real challenges, instead of machine printed, due to unconstraint nature of writing style. Rightfully, this paper centers upon the former where the most of multi-OCR's system are applied in multilingual environment. Human intervention is still required in existing multi-OCR system to channel the document into proper OCR. In this study, seven scripts are analysed for multi-OCR system automation perspective.
METHODOLOGY
Automatic multi-lingual script recognition (AMSR) is a pre-step of multi-optical character recognition (multi-OCR) system. The multi-OCR system usually appears in place where multilingual documents are gathered in mass collection such as international departments, tourism departments, postage companies, emigration departments and international airports. In this paper, an AMSR model is proposed based on both document image text thinning method for pre-processing phase, and texture analysis of binary document text image method for feature extraction phase. The basis on which the feature is extracted, is the Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) after unifying the texture into block. In the recognition phase, the script recognition in multilingual documents text images entail the use of the multilayer neural network. The theoretical aspects of AMSR in multilingual document environment will be expounded in this section. Moreover, the whole system methodology is demonstrated and traced into automatic script recognition. It presents document image texture unification and methods used for each stage of AMSR.
MATERIAL
Scripts are a set of graphical representations used to express a particular writing system as well as subsets belonging to a particular writing system. The writing styles of more than one script family may then be adopted by one language, such as in the cases where the old Malay language (Jawi) adopts the Arabic script while the modern one adopts the Roman script. The seven major scripts used in this research are in handwritten style from Multilingual-HW benchmark dataset including Arabic, Devanagari, Hebrew, Thai, Greek, Cyrillic and Korean as shown in Figure 1 . Over seven hundred binary image samples extracted represent considerable variations in writing styles. Scripts may be in the form of printed or written. The printed style is a machinegenerated form depicted in Figure 2 , which is formal, simple and used in printed matter such as newspapers and schoolbooks. Secondly, handwritten style depicted in Figure 2 (b) , is usually the product of human-made writing in daily dealings. It is less formal and often used in ordinary documents. 
THE PROPOSED AUTOMATIC OSR FRAMEWORK
The Automatic Multi-lingual Script Recognition (AMSR) framework stages comprise the pre-processing stage, feature extraction stage, and recognition stage. It is summarized and processed in Figure 3 and Algorithm 1 consecutively. The implementation of the framework for automatic multi-lingual script recognition system AMSR is aimed to cope with a multilingual environment document text image and tested on seven international scripts, which are Arabic, Devanagari, Hebrew, Thai, Greek, Cyrillic and Korean. Next, the description of each stage descript is detailed as follows. 
PRE-PROCESSING STAGE
Each input document comes with a variety of characteristics and properties, such as word spacing, text skewness, and text variant sizes. However, in pre-processing stage, a set of preparation steps are taken into account such as skew detection and correction, text normalization, and thinning method. The thinning method is performed to extract a text skeleton. Then, Hough transform method (Singh, Bhatia & Kaur, 2008 ) is applied to detect skewness angle for correction purpose. Text normalization eliminates word spaces, fills incomplete lines, and standardizes text size as well as the line number for text blocks generation. Next, the thinning method is performed on texture text blocks for skeleton extraction to be the input for the next stage. Finally, those thinned texture blocks or skeleton pixels will be represented via the feature extraction methods before exiting into recognition phase. Myriads of document analysis and recognition applications require thinning process of document text images as a crucial step for representing the test pattern in one-pixel width skeleton, keeping all properties. The properties include the preservation connectivity, topology and sensitivity of text skeleton images. Image texture can be defined as a repeating pattern of pixels in a structured and consistent presentation. Text normalization for texture unification is still a fundamental problem in document text images for global feature extraction (Bataineh, Abdullah & Omar, 2011b) . In a multilingual environment, a multi script considers that each script possesses its own properties in both writing style and physical formation. Evidently, Arabic script is cursive in nature whereby its characters are concatenated with each other and written from right to left. Whereas, the Latin characters are written separately and from left to right. These physical differences can result in significant distortion in the feature extraction. Based on the texture analysis techniques, hence, lies the importance of text normalization step to overcome these physical differences in synthesizing a uniformed texture black for global feature extraction. The skew correction, text line detection, line unification, text block unification and text block skeletonization are detailed sub-phases in pre-processing stage in which resultant a texture unification framework succinctly illustrated in Figure 4 . Unification of multilingual scripts texture of skeleton undergoes the following steps: 
Skew Correction Text Line Detection Line Unification
Texture of Skeleton Text Image
Text Block Unification Text Block Skeletonization
FEATURE EXTRACTION STAGE
The aim of feature extraction based on statistical methods is to study the texture by computing the gray level values that represent occurrences (Rathore, 2014 ). Statistical methods are categorised into first-order, second and higher-order. We apply Grey-Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM) which is a common algorithm created for texture features extraction in second-order statistic (Haralick & Shanmugam, 1973) . GLCM manipulates and studies the relationship between two adjacent pixels in the original images in all directions (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°) and 315° using the following equation:
where, c is a GLCM; I is an n × m image; (Δx, Δy) denotes the value of the pairs of pixels in particular direction, where the directions are represented by the 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270° and 315°; (i, j) are the cell positions in the c matrix; and p, q are the values of the scoped pixels on n, m.
On top of that, Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator is another second order algorithm developed to analyse texture of two-dimension surface via two factors; local spatial patterns and gray scale contrast (Ojala, Pietikäinen & Harwood, 1996) . The original LBP operator forms the labels for the image pixels by thresholding the 3 × 3 neighbours of each pixel with the centre value and considering the result as a binary number. The LBP operator is extended to use neighbours of different sizes (Ojala, Pietikainen & Maenpaa, 2002) . Using circular neighbours and bilinear interpolating values at non-integer pixel coordinates, any radius and number of pixels in the neighbours are allowed. The gray scale variance of the local neighbours can be used as the complementary contrast measure. Figure 5 shows the LBP calculation mechanism. Firstly, it examines the surrounding pixels of the centre value in the kernel matrix. The centre value shall be considered as the threshold value (for example pixel value > 6 is set as 1 or otherwise) for converting all surrounding pixels into binary format (Figure 5 (a) ). Secondly, it concatenates a series of binary number starting from left of centre pixel into counter-clockwise direction as in Figure 5 (b) . Finally, it converts the binary vector into decimal format to replace centre pixel × as in Figure 5 (c). In summary, statistical texture analysis method is regarded as one of the most effective among other texture analysis methods. Quevedo et al. (2013) claim that statistical texture approach is the most opted method in industrial fields geared towards classification purpose.
RECOGNITION STAGE USING MULTILAYER NEURAL NETWORK
Multilayer neural network comprises three stages, namely feed forward as input layer, the Back propagation association with error, and the adjustment of the weight, where the algorithm stages are demonstrated in Figure 6 . The experiment settings used in all classifier are shown in August 2018 August http://doi.org/10.17576/gema-2018 August -1803 eISSN: 2550-2131 ISSN: 1675-8021 212 There in 18 nodes are set to input layer to represent the mean and standard deviation for direction angles for each primitive length of the skeleton and the primitive length of the skeleton for each particular direction angles respectively. The hidden layer contains 17 nodes, and 7 nodes in output layer representing script type as illustrated in Figure 7 whereas their parameters setting are mentioned in Table 1. FIGURE 7. The structure of multilayer neural network which consists of input, hidden and output layers August 2018 August http://doi.org/10.17576/gema-2018 August -1803 eISSN: 2550-2131 ISSN: 1675-8021
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The general framework of proposed Automatic Multi-lingual Script Recognition (AMSR) was evaluated to measure its performance in three different types of experiments. First, the experiments were conducted based on the most powerful thinning methods on text image document as a step in pre-processing stage where the experiment was conducted on unified thinned text block of the multilingual-HW dataset. Secondly, the experiments laid the foundation for the analysis of the best texture statistical analysis method as a step in feature extraction stage. The performance of features were based on Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Local Binary Patterns (LBP). Third, the best methods were selected based on its respective performance in pre-processing stage and in feature extraction stage to be combined subsequently in classification stage. The overall AMSR was based on corresponding accuracy rate of the script type classification sample implemented using multilayer neural network.
EVALUATION OF THE AMSR BASED ON FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS
The experiments were conducted on texture blocks of the Multilingual-HW dataset. This dataset was prepared by pre-processing to find the texture blocks of the international scripts. The final image results were in bitmap format with 512×512 pixel image size. The dataset consists of 700 image samples, covering 100 samples from each script of: Arabic, Devanagari, Hebrew, Thai, Greek, Cyrillic and Korean.
THE VISUAL EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed AMSR method was evaluated by comparing between different methods of feature extraction to select the best for the OSR. GLCM and LBP methods were conducted in these experiments because they were considered the most powerful and widely used as the feature extraction methods in many DIAR studies to analyse document surfaces and text typefaces, such as, script and language identification, writer identification and document characterisation and optical font recognition. The pre-processing stage is to extract a one-pixel width skeleton for the text in all direction (tolerance to variant rotation angels). The output of pre-processing phase will be channelled into one of the most essential phase in pattern recognition application phases that is the feature extraction stage. Volume 18(3), August 2018 http://doi.org/10.17576/gema-2018 -1803 eISSN : Figure 11 shows the texture analysis of binary document text image method interface. The feature extraction embodies global approach which concerns with the extraction of global properties of an image. It is noteworthy that global feature extraction scope encompasses the overall or text bock level for image analyzing. This stage enables the generalisation into different application in document image analysis and recognition without major modification. Volume 18(3), August 2018 http://doi.org/10.17576/gema-2018 -1803 eISSN: 2550-2131 ISSN: 1675-8021 215 FIGURE 11. The features developed from feature extraction stage
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The objective of script type classification is to apply statistical features namely GLCM and LBP as the input to a set of classifiers such as bayes net, decision table, and multilayer neural network. The success rate of each classifier on 66% training dataset ratio on multilingual script is summarized as in Table 2 . Moreover, the multilayer neural network manages to outperform other classifiers. This is due to the hidden layer in multilayer neural networks containing complex relationship between the input and output layers. The classification success rate achieved 98.87% through multilayer neural network classifier which utilizes 18 features to represent the input data, while the output is represented by seven scripts. To match the training experiments into multi neural network model, see Figure 11 .
The script recognition in multilingual documents text images entails the use of the multilayer neural network. The result is based on GLCM and LBP features. August 2018 August http://doi.org/10.17576/gema-2018 August -1803 eISSN: 2550-2131 ISSN: 1675-8021
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To present an objective evaluation of the quality of the extracted features, the proposed method GLCM and LBP methods were all applied on the same datasets, processes and a multilayer neural network classifier. The datasets were split into training and testing datasets. In this experiment, the training datasets were taken from a dataset of percentage 66%. As shown in Table 3 , the accuracy rate of GLCM and LBP methods are 97.01% and 85.29% respectively with the multilayer neural network. The confusion matrix results were extracted for scripts variation from experimental results of the proposed GLCM and LBP feature extraction methods. Based on the experiment, 66% percentage of training dataset and multilayer neural network classifier was selected for all tests. Based on confused matrix results of the GLCM for scripts identification shown in Table 4 , the highest accuracy rate of 100% was achieved with the Hebrew script types, whereas the lowest accuracy was recorded at 94.8% for the Devanagari script sample. Based on confused matrix results of the LBP for scripts identification shown in Table  5 , the highest accuracy rate of 91.20% was achieved with the Thai script types, whereas the lowest accuracy was at 79.6% for the Korean script sample. For GLCM method, Arabic scripts were 5.13% recognized as Devaganari scripts whereas for LPB method, Cyrilic scripts were 13.68% recognized as Korean scripts. This is because the occurrences and relationship between the pixels with its neighbours among the scripts were almost approximate.
Notably, the GLCM method outperforms the LBP method for all scripts because of its ability to investigate the possible relationship of the primitive length in all directions. Both methods attempt to investigate the relationship between the examined pixels with their neighbour pixels. The static presentation values of binary format, which are zero and one, lead to the limitation in feature extraction possibilities such as occurrences and relationships of binary image pixels (Bataineh et al., 2011a; Bian, 2005) .
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WORK
Learning a new language through identifying multi-script recognition system is interesting because a person may be able to communicate across the world by firstly identifying their written or printed documents. Besides that, spoken and written language can also be associated to its ethnicity. In this study, we focus on seven interesting scripts namely Arabic, Devanagari, Hebrew, Thai, Greek, Cyillic and Korean because their scripts are less likely to be recognised in comparison to typical Latin scripts. Their written and printed text documents are looking similar to each other and very difficult to distinguish for a layman to grasp. This application also helps to reduce the language and communication gaps between races and countries. Besides that, this application is suitable to use when dealing with international languages such as at the international airport, postage company, international relations department, universal library, and email or web document language classification.
SUMMARY
In this study, an optical script recognition model is proposed. Seven international scripts were selected from multilingual dataset including Arabic, Latin, Hebrew, Devanagari, Greek, Cyrillic and Korean texts. Each step in the proposed framework is illustrated and presented including skew detection and correction, text line detection, text block unification, and text skeletonization based on the proposed thinning algorithm. After that, the proposed GreyLevel Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) are used to extract features from the occurrences of the text primitive's lengths and their orientation August 2018 August http://doi.org/10.17576/gema-2018 August -1803 eISSN: 2550-2131 ISSN: 1675-8021 218 relationships. Both GLCM and LBP matrix use of statistical analysis include mean and standard deviation to extract 18 features.
In the recognition phase, the multilayer neural network classifier was chosen among variance classifiers, including Bayes Net, Decision Table, and Random Forest, based on its superior performance among a set of experiments. The eighteen features extracted using the proposed GLCM and LBP technique are represented by 18 nodes in the input layer of the multilayer neural network classifier yield 7 nodes represented in output layer as a script type. The proposed framework is able to deal with various number of scripts types without any major modification.
